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DAVIN S. GOOD-N- ebr. Wesleyan NICHOLES WHITNEY U of N

I found this course to be very beneficial.
One of the outstanding results has been
that my grades in reading courses such as
English, and history have improved from
mediocrity to superiority.

102335 to 2320-- 40

MERIAM SCHNEIDER U of K

Through Reading Dynamics you get a bet-

ter understanding of the physical require-
ments and possibilities in reading, and an
awareness that one can vary the speed of

reading to suit the material read. You
also learn study techniques that are most
helpful.

38778 to 160694

JOHN P. HOLLAND Neb. Univ.

If you really make o serious effort to
learn the Reading Dynamics skills, it can
be of enormous benefit to you. When you
have a lot of material to read, it can be
invaluable in saving your time and will

greatly help yog organize your thoughts
on the material.

30380 to 190680

This course enables one to use his poten-

tial, or ot least begin to approach it. I

believe that this course, more than any-

thing else, has revolutionized my learn-

ing processes and abilities. Everyone
should take this course.

50943 to 282180
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ALAN GLESS U of N

I receommend that everyone take this
course. I have found Reading Dynamics

training invaluable in keeping up with
the tremendous amount of reading that
is required as a college student. It's

really great to spend an hour or less

reading a novel and then get an "A" on
the quiz. I've found that you can study ef-

fectively in half the time if you are a dyt
Domic reader.
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GEORGE C Win-Ue-br. Wesleyan

Reading the old way is out-

dated, and boring.

46569 to 224860

FAYE ANDREWS U of N

I feel that with the help of recoil patterns
and faster reading 1 am able to get more
out of my reading.

18975 to 2750-- 48

SCOn SKERRiLL U of N Graduate
student

It can help your grades by helping speed
up reading and at the same time im-

prove comprehension.

46382 to 2180--48

ROBERT W. MALMQUIST, JR.
Nebr. Wesleyan

Just think how nice it would be to take
care of that English and be able to go
a date tonight instead of spending the
evening at your desk.

61783 to 2400-- 87

Evetya Wood reading dynamics
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